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ABSTRACT
Bacterial biofilm segmentation poses significant challenges
due to lack of apparent structure, poor imaging resolution,
limited contrast between conterminous cells and high density
of cells that overlap. Although there exist bacterial segmenta-
tion algorithms in the existing art, they fail to delineate cells in
dense biofilms, especially in 3D imaging scenarios in which
the cells are growing and subdividing in a complex manner.
A graph-based data clustering method, LCuts, is presented
with the application on bacterial cell segmentation. By con-
structing a weighted graph with node features in locations and
principal orientations, the proposed method can automatically
classify and detect differently oriented aggregations of lin-
ear structures (represent by bacteria in the application). The
method assists in the assessment of several facets, such as
bacterium tracking, cluster growth, and mapping of migra-
tion patterns of bacterial biofilms. Quantitative and qualita-
tive measures for 2D data demonstrate the superiority of pro-
posed method over the state of the art. Preliminary 3D results
exhibit reliable classification of the cells with 97% accuracy.
Index Terms— Segmentation, bacterial biofilm, cluster-
ing, graph cut, point cloud data
1. INTRODUCTION
Analyzing cellular behavior of individual bacteria in a
biofilm is a key for biologists and biochemists to understand
biofilm growth, in diverse applications such as electrical
power and public health research [1]. Lack of knowledge
in macroscopic biofilm properties (e.g. size, shape, cohe-
sion / adhesion) that emerge from the behaviors of individual
bacteria in different micro-environment is a major barrier in
biofilm studies. To make up for the deficiency, an advanced
image analysis toolkit for segmenting individual cells is in
high demand along with efficient image acquisition methods,
such as using super-resolution technology [2][3] that over-
come the diffraction limit of traditional optical microscopy
techniques.
The segmentation of individual bacterial cells in dense
bacterial biofilms is a challenging problem. One of the ma-
jor challenges to the state of the art comes from the presence
of inhomogeneous fluorescence intensity within a single cell
Fig. 1: Performance of LCuts on 3D point cloud data comparing
with manually grouped ground truth. The counting accuracy is 97%
and grouping accuracy is 90% . Three viewpoints from left to right:
3D view, xy-plane and yz-plane.
or across multiple cells. When using standard level set seg-
mentation methods [4] and level sets using Legendre poly-
nomials as basis functions [5], the segmentation fails where
the contrast between the cells and background is weak. The
watershed algorithm [6][7] uses the gradient flow to identify
the morphological changes along segment contours, whereas
[8] [9] separate large segments at the concavities. With both
approaches, situations where the intensity of the regions of in-
terest is non-homogeneous often lead to segmentation errors.
Other edge-based parametric methods [10][11]are insufficient
given the subtle and often absent boundaries between cells
that are densely packed in three dimensions.
To achieve 3D cell segmentation, the authors in [12] pre-
sented a technique to track bacteria in a dense mono-layer
by way of 3D time-lapse images. This solution employs an
iterative threshold-based approach, which is heavily depen-
dent on high contrast between the signal and background in
the images. Yan et al. [13] proposed a single cell tracking
toolkit based on marker controlled watershed and threshold
techniques. This method allows tracking of bacterial growth
in multi-layered biofilms when florescence intensity is uni-
form and void spaces between cells are readily discernable,
but struggles with the detection of individual bacteria when
cells are closely packed or when inter- and intra-cellular flu-
orescence intensity are not heterogeneous. Building on the
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work in [13], Hartmann et al. [14] recently reported a solu-
tion to 3D segmentation in confocal images of biofilms that
exploits prior knowledge of cell size to segment low density
biofilms. As this method, like that of [13], is watershed-
based, it suffers from similar drawbacks. In [15], the authors
attempted to solve the problem via constructing single-cell re-
gions to ensure the gap between neighboring cells in a seeded
iterative active contour approach. The single cell identifica-
tion performance degrades in the cases where the contrast be-
tween cells and voids in the biofilm is low.
As a solution to overcome the aforementioned limita-
tions, namely the difficulty in segmenting dense aggregations
in large biofilm with non-homogeneous inter- and intra-cell
intensities, a novel approach is proposed in this paper with
two major contributions:
• The bacterial cell segmentation problem is transformed
into a data clustering problem by generating pointillist
data that represents the regions of interest;
• A recursive multi-class linear data clustering algorithm
(LCuts) is proposed that is capable of finding the lin-
ear structures in point cloud data where cell boundaries
may be ambiguous.
Our approach is built on the following insight: Even though
the raw image data does not show distinct boundaries in in-
tensity between densely packed cells, we are still able to reli-
ably compute local intensity maxima that delineate the central
axis of each cell. Therefore, the proposed LCuts algorithm
first derives these maximal points and then partitions them
based on the approximate co-linearity of points. Moreover,
this local maximum-based initialization translates seamlessly
and robustly into the 3D imaging and 3D segmentation prob-
lem.
2. LINEAR CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
Numerous algorithms exist in the clustering community
that group the data by finding the similarities between classes.
Distance, number of neighbors, density and predefined prob-
ability distribution functions are the major perspectives for
measuring similarities between points in the trending litera-
ture, such as k-means [16], DBSCAN [17], DensityClust [18].
Among those, density based clustering methods ([17, 18]) de-
tect non-spherical arbitrary clusters; however, they are still
limited in precisely classifying linear groups as discussed in
the comparison in sec 3. The Hough transform [19] is well
known in detecting lines in the space, but the approach is
not sufficient for delineating cells that are intersecting and is
also computationally expensive. Unlike k-means and Densi-
tyClust, our approach does not require manual intervention in
order to locate appropriate number of clusters. Incorporation
of structural constraints, such as the distance limit and the ec-
centricity of the bacteria into LCuts obviates the need for a
priori information regarding the number of clusters (in our
case, bacteria), making LCuts a fully automatic approach.
Fig. 2: Intuitive work flow for the recursive program. Left: an
example of bi-partition decision tree. Right: detailed example for
checking the stopping criterion of component red. Here, sizeLimit,
distLimit and eccLimit are parameters based on prior biological
information.
In the paper, we propose a recursive graph cuts algorithm
(see work flow in Fig. 2) for efficient computation to find the
linear groups in the point cloud data. The algorithm can be
primarily divided into three parts: construct the graph (sec
2.1), compute the bi-partition solution, and recursively re-
partition until the stopping criterion is satisfied (sec 2.2). The
bi-partition solution to separate the nodes (the local maxima)
is inspired by [20]. They addressed the problem ”how to find
the precise groups in an image” as normalized graph parti-
tioning, where an image is partitioned into two groups, A and
B, by disconnecting the edges between these two groups.
2.1. Graph construction
Nodes: The nodes (local maxima along the ridgeline of
a cell) in the constructed graph have two features: location
(nodeLoc) and direction (nodeDir). Location is simply the
Cartesian position of the node. Direction of each node is the
principal axis direction of the ridgeline computed via majority
voting (see Fig. 3). A ”neighborhood” consists of multi-hop
neighbors that is constructed for voting. In graph theory, a
”hop” between two nodes is defined as the number of edges
that one has to traverse in order to reach from one node to the
other node.
Fig. 3: An illustration of majority voting. (a) A 4-hop ”neighbor-
hood” example. Each hop-neighbor is found within a specified dis-
tance (dashed circles) to node. (b) The dashed lines connecting target
node with all the other nodes in the neighborhood are possible ori-
entations. (c) Those orientations that have larger relative angles with
respect to the orientations are excluded from the candidates. (d) The
direction to represent the target node is determined as the average
orientation from the candidates.
A Nr ×Np accumulator is set up for the majority voting.
One dimension of this accumulator represents theNp possible
orientations (p) in Np bins (see Fig. 3b). Another dimension
corresponds to the quantized relative angles (φ) with Nr bins,
where φ is computed from each possible orientation to all the
others. Here, Nr is chosen based on the ”hop” number. The
accumulator will count the number of parameter pairs (p, φ)
that lie in each bin. Within the first bin of φ, the orientations
with the largest value are selected which give the candidate
directions. These candidates are averaged to yield the major
direction for the target node.
Adjacency matrix: The adjacency matrix reflects the
likelihood if two nodes are in the same group. Suppose there
areN nodes in the graph, then the dimension of the adjacency
matrix is N × N . Each attribute in the matrix represents the
connectivity and edge weight between two nodes (i, j), which
measures the similarity of their features according to:
wij = wdistance · wdirection · wintensity (1)
Three similarity measures are involved: the Euclidean dis-
tance of locations of nodes (eq 2), the relative angle between
major directions (eq 3) and the dissimilarity of intensity along
the segment connecting two nodes (eq 4).
The first term is straightforward with an additional con-
dition that sets the weights to be zero when two nodes are
farther than a given distance r (set by maximum cell length).
wdistance =
{
e−D
2
ij/σ
2
D , if Dij ≤ r
0, otherwise
(2)
whereDij = ||nodeLoci−nodeLocj ||2 and σD reflects the al-
lowed variance for distance between nodes. The second part
measures the angle difference between two node directions,
called relative angle. Given two node directions, the relative
angle (θ) is the cosine term that varies from 1 to 0 as θ be-
comes larger. Then the corresponding weighting is given by:
wdirection = e
−(cos(θ)−1)2/σ2T (3)
By adjusting σT , one can control the variance of relative an-
gles within each group.
The third term in (1) detects the intensity dissimilarity
along the segment joining two nodes in the image, which is
defined as:
wintensity =
{
min Ii→j , if min Ii→j ≤ thresh
1, otherwise
(4)
Here, thresh equals the difference between the midrange
(Mid) of all the nodes and the variance (Var) of the con-
stituent node intensities. In the case that the nodes have no
intensity information, this term can be set as 1. Otherwise,
we extract the intensities along the connecting segment from
node i to node j from the image as shown in Fig. 4 and
compute the lowest intensity along the segment and compare
to thresh.
2.2. Stopping criterion for recursion
Two stopping conditions are checked after each bi-
partition level to decide the completeness of the recursion.
Fig. 4: Illustration and motivation of defining intensity on edge
weight. a: Nodes are denoted as red asterisk. b: After extracting
the node directions from the red region in a, it is still hard to sep-
arate two groups as the relative angle (in c) and relative distance
(shown in d, the distance is 10) are close. In this case, we evaluate
the intensity along the connection of the two nodes. The intensity
changes are shown in d. The intensity weighting is then assigned as
the lowest intensity lower than thresh.
Criterion 1 - size: The preliminary components that are
less than sizeLimit have the potential to be an individual
group. This sizeLimit is a user defined parameter. For the
application we discuss in the paper, we used the prior bio-
information of the maximum length of the bacterium to deter-
mine the value.
Criterion 2 - linearity: This criterion is designed for pre-
serving the linear groups with different size from the poten-
tials (after criterion 1). Intuitively, if a single component is
found (see black nodes in Fig. 2) and it is less than the maxi-
mum size limit as specified, it may not be a finalized group as
linearity remains to be checked. Three aspects are checked
to ensure the linearity: (1) Standard deviation (Std) from
nodes in the group to the least square fitted line; (2) Intensity
changes between the nodes within the group (as explained in
Sec 2.1); (3) Eccentricity of the group. This is an optional
condition based on the data type. For linear components, the
eccentricity (eccLimit) is closer to 1; while, for circular com-
ponents, it is closer to 0.
3. APPLICATION AND ANALYSIS
3.1. Experiments on bacterial images
For qualitative and quantitative assessments, LCuts is
tested on 10 two-dimensional point cloud data which are
generated from bacterial images using Airyscan microscopy.
From these images, we obtain prior information regarding the
longest bacterium in the dataset (approximately maximum 60
pixels in length and 15 pixels in width, where each pixel is
46nm× 46nm). The typical data have 250 to 600 nodes with
approximately 20 to 60 cells observed.
Fig. 5: Pipeline for finding nodes from bacterial images. Step 1:
Filter the original image with a Gaussian kernel (a → b). Step 2:
Enhance the signals in the image via background subtraction (b →
c). Step 3: Find the local maxima (c → d). Step 4: Clear the points
if they have no neighbors or overlap with other points and rest are
the found nodes (red asterisks in d).
To build the graph, we generate the point cloud data fol-
lowing the pipeline in Fig. 5. An experimental result and
corresponding node features is shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6: An example performance of LCuts with constructed graph
features. (a) Nodes are marked in red asterisks. (b) Red lines show
the major direction features for each nodes (blue dots). (c) LCut
clustering results for the constructed graph.
3.2. Qualitative and quantitative comparison
The performance of LCuts is analyzed qualitatively and
quantitatively by comparing with two current methods used
in the bioimaging community, DensityClust [18] and Single
Cell tracking [13]. Based on the imaging technique and bi-
ological cell information, the parameter settings for LCuts
are sizeLimit = 60 pixels, distLimit = 5 pixels (maxi-
mum distance between nodes that have neighborhood), and
eccLimit = 0.9. The parameters are also tuned in the other
two algorithms to achieve optimal performance in each case.
In DensityClust, we chose ”Gaussian” mode for computing
densities. Due to the manual input for the selection of cluster
centers, we performed five times for each data and chose the
best performance from all. In Single Cell tracking, the wa-
tershed value is the key to optimizing the algorithm, where a
value of one is used. Qualitative comparison is shown in Fig.
7.
Two measures, grouping accuracy (GAcc) and counting
accuracy (CAcc), are computed for quantitative comparison
using Dice = 2TP/(2TP + FP +FN), where TP= true posi-
tive, FP = false positive, and FN = false negative. GAcc ac-
counts for the performance of how many nodes are correctly
classified in each group (cell); while CAcc indicates the clas-
sification accuracy in terms of matching the final clusters with
individual cells in the image. Here, individual cell regions are
manually labeled as ground truth in the comparison.
LCuts DensityClust SCT
GAcc CAcc GAcc CAcc GAcc CAcc
Best 95.9 95.1 94.6 92.3 94.4 94.1
Worst 87.8 85.2 78.3 83.7 77.8 53.5
Avg 91.6 91.2 85.9 87.2 87.7 86.5
Table 1: Quantitative comparison of LCuts with Density-
Clust [18] and Single Cell Tracking [13] using Dice scores.
Overall, LCuts outperforms DensityClust and SCT in
GAcc and CAcc by a margin of at least 4% on average. There
are circumstances that some cells are misclassified in LCuts.
Fig. 7: Qualitative comparison for proposed method (first column)
with DensityClust [18] (second column) and Single Cell Tracking
[13] (third column). For LCuts and DensityClust, different groups
are marked with different colors and shown on the original image.
The results of Single Cell Tracking are shown by overlapping the
point cloud data on the segmented image, where different colors rep-
resent different single cell groups.
One cause is the non-linearity of auto-produced point cloud
data, especially when cells are randomly floating in the three-
dimensional space. Another cause is the trade-off between
the tolerance in distance/intensity changes and the continuity
of the linear structure.
LCuts can be directly applied on three-dimensional data.
A preliminary result is shown in Fig. 1 with a Counting Accu-
racy of 97%. The point cloud data was generated by biofilm
researchers in Gahlmann Lab. They manually labeled the cen-
ters of each bacteria slice by slice from x, y and z directions in
Lattice Lightsheet microscopic image. The ground truth was
manually grouped which reflects the actual single bacterium
layout in 3D space.
4. CONCLUSION
We presented LCuts, a graph-based solution for finding
linear structures in multi-dimensional spaces. LCuts outper-
forms the existing methods in majority of cases. Furthermore,
LCuts enables automated processing of 2D and 3D images
to identify individual bacteria in biofilms independent of the
number of bacteria present. LCuts provides quantifiable in-
formation in the form of cellular positions, orientations, and
the physical contact points between them. Beyond bacterial
biofilms, LCuts can be extended to other biological applica-
tions in which boundaries are elusive but ridgelines of objects
are accessible.
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